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StaffMatters
Three ACPs join the Trust
T

hree Advanced Clinical
Practitioners (ACP) have
joined the Trust to help
with increased demand for acute
care. The ACPs will provide an
extra resource to assess patients,
devise treatment plans, and
ensure timely discharge.
New ACPs David Wilcock and
Scott Warren are based in the Acute
Medicine Unit at York Hospital,
while Theresa Scothern will be
working in Scarborough Hospital’s
Emergency Department.
Deputy Chief Nurse
Beverley Geary said: “The
introduction of the ACP
role is a really exciting
development for the
organisation. Whilst there
is a great deal of work
currently happening regionally
and nationally to establish the
advanced practitioner role, the
Trust has committed to invest
now in order to test out new
roles that will begin to shape
the workforce of the future.
“Similar pilot schemes have
proven very successful in other
organisations, and we welcome this

really positive development which
will benefit patient safety whilst
providing alternatives to a changing
workforce and demands in services.”
The advanced practitioners will also

support staff through education and
training by being a constant senior
presence in the ward or department.
Six trainees are currently taking the
ACP qualification, a

From left:
Theresa Scothern
David Wilcock
and Scott Warren

role which offers nurses the
opportunity to advance their careers.
Natalie McMillan, Assistant Director
of HR, said: “The ACPs will help
provide patient focused services to
help with early decision making and
timely onset of treatment that will
complement the existing workforce.
We see these roles as one solution
to the challenges we face around
gaps in our workforce
and are committed to
developing and expanding
their contribution over
the next five years.”
Meet the new Advanced
Clinical Practitioners…
David Wilcock and Scott Warren
both qualified as Nurses in
2001 and, after completing the
Advanced Clinical Practitioners
Masters level qualification,
took up ACP posts in
different Trusts before joining
York Teaching Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust in July 2013.
David said: “This job really
bridges the gap between
Continued on page 2
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Three ACPs join the Trust
Continued from page 1
senior nurses and junior doctors.
We are able to clerk patients
in, send them for tests and
prescribe medicines based on the
results of those tests. We also
oversee the fluid management of
patients and the prescription of
drugs such as insulin, antibiotics
and controlled drugs.’’
Scott added: “I am enjoying
it immensely and the fact that
six trainees are taking the ACP
qualification is very exciting. We are

looking forward to meeting and
working with them and with staff
across the hospital. We are the first
to take up this role in the Trust and
that is an exciting prospect for us.”
Theresa Scothern has worked
as a Staff Nurse on a medical
assessment unit in Sheffield before
enrolling on the ACP course at
Sheffield Hallam University. Theresa
said: ‘‘I am nervous but excited
about the new challenge ahead. I
was a student in York many years
ago and so it is nice to be back.’’

ACP trainees

Ann recognised as an ‘excellent trainer’
Ann Potter, Community
Matron for nursing homes, has
been recognised as an ‘excellent
trainer’ after completing
a nationally recognised
programme which measures
clinical skills training against
a set of eleven standards.
In completing the unique
web-based Health Education
Yorkshire and Humber
Quality Management System
programme, Ann has become
one of the first to achieve the
‘quality mark’ within clinical
training nationally. She is also

one of only three individuals in
the Trust to have undertaken
and completed the assessment.
In order to complete the
qualification, Ann had to
demonstrate her skills,
knowledge and experience as
an ‘excellent’ trainer. She also
had to show that she was able
to meet and maintain the high
standards set by the programme.
Ann was commended for
her work, and presented with
her certificate of achievement,
by Kay Ford, Strategic
Clinical Skills Advisor for

North Yorkshire and York.
Speaking of her achievements,
Geraldine Rook, Community
Services Locality Manager
said: ‘‘Ann is continually
striving for good practice and
trains through innovation and
commitment. Through her
training Ann ensures patient
safety and quality care.’’
If other trainers want to
achieve this status for their
training they should contact
Kay Ford on 07769 239604.
Excellent clinical skils trainer:
Ann Potter

Catering changes working well on wards

W

ard 14 is leading the
way when it comes
to implementing
changes to the patient meal
service in York Hospital.
Catering staff now regenerate
meals in the ward kitchen and
pass them to the Health Care
Assistants for distribution. This
replaces the old method when
meals were regenerated elsewhere
and distributed from the trolley
in the corridor of the ward.
Speaking of the changes, Ward
Sister Marijke Brown said: “The
nice thing is that we now have
a set team of service operatives
who come and look after the
kitchen. They feel part of the team

because we see them on a regular
basis and they are more involved
with the work on the ward.’’
Health Care Assistant Jade
Brookshaw said: “The new system
is a lot better as the food trolley
is kept in the kitchen which
means there’s more room on
the ward. Also, distributing the
meals now only requires two
Health care Assistants, which
means the other assistants have
more time to get on with other
jobs, like giving out hot drinks.”
Graham Hatfield, Catering
Services Production Manager,
said: “The changes to the
patient meal service at ward
level have improved the quality

and temperature of our meals
for patients, as we are now able
to bring the end cooking time
closer to the meal service times.
The transition of catering service
operatives working in ward
kitchens has not been an easy one
but with the support of our nursing
colleagues and Programme
Support Officer Sue Tyce the service
is now working really well.”
The transformation of the ward
kitchens and the change to the
way food is delivered on the wards
is the first step in a large scale
project to improve and develop
the Trust’s catering service.
The Trust’s in-house catering
team was awarded the contract

to provide catering services
for York Hospital in a tender
exercise, and as a result will
be overseeing a number of
changes across the Trust.
The next phase of the project
will see work begin to refurbish
the main kitchen at York
Hospital to bring it up to modern
standards. This will be followed
by the refurbishment of York
Hospital’s Mallard Restaurant,
and plans are being drawn up to
design a much-improved space
for staff, patients and visitors to
meet, relax and take breaks.
Keep an eye on Staff Matters for
further developments in catering
services across the organisation.
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A Royal (birth) day to
remember in Yorkshire
T

he Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge became
proud parents on 22
July, as did couples across
Yorkshire who welcomed
their own little Princes
and Princesses into the
world on the same day.
Nineteen babies were born
to eighteen mothers at York
Hospital on the same day that
Baby Cambridge was born.
As such, the communications
team received a host of media
enquiries from reporters
all keen to put a local spin
on the Royal story.
Claire Ebbs of Pocklington
gave birth to her son Sebastian
at 11.27am. Asked how she
felt about her son sharing his
birthday with the Prince, Claire
said: “I think it is lovely and at
least I won’t forget when his
birthday is!” Baby Sebastian,
who weighed in at 9lbs, 9
ozs joins his brothers, Dylan,
three and Marcus, one.
While the Duke and Duchess
deliberated over a name for
their child, Claire and her
partner Wayne already knew

what they wanted to call their
son. “We always try and come
up with names you don’t hear
very often. Then someone
suggested Sebastian and we
liked it.” Claire explained.
News of the Royal baby’s birth
was displayed on an easel in
the forecourt of Buckingham
Palace on the day. It read: ‘Her
Royal Highness The Duchess of
Cambridge was safely delivered
of a son at 4.24pm today.
Her Royal Highness and her
child are both doing well.’
York Hospital’s Head of
Midwifery Liz Ross said:
“Following twenty four hours
of high activity at York's
maternity unit, we are pleased
to announce that eighteen
mothers were safely delivered of
nineteen babies, of which nine
were boys and ten were girls.
“At Scarborough maternity
unit, three mothers were
safely delivered of three
babies. All mums and their
babies are doing well.”
Bouncing Baby Boy: Claire Ebbs
with her son, Sebastian.

“Following twenty four hours of high activity at York's maternity unit, we are pleased
to announce that eighteen mothers were safely delivered of nineteen babies”

Changing Places project under way
Plans to install a fully
accessible toilet, shower room
and changing facility for
disabled people got underway
at York Hospital this month.
The Changing Places room,
which will be located near
the York Against Cancer
shop, will be fitted with
specialist equipment including
a hoist and changing bench.
This means that carers and

family members will be able
to change their relatives or
patients in a dignified, safe
and hygienic manner, rather
than having to use the floor.
People with profound and
multiple learning disabilities
or other serious impairments
often need extra facilities
to allow them to use toilets
comfortably. The provision
of a Changing Places room

will ensure all patients
and visitors have access to
the facilities they need.
The project has been partfunded by charitable funds
kindly donated by The Friends
of York Hospital and the
Valuing People Partnership
Board (Learning Disability
Development Fund) of Adults,
Children and Education,
City of York Council.

www.scarborough.nhs.uk

It is anticipated the work will
take around eleven weeks to
complete. In the meantime,
diversion signage will be in
place to direct the public to
alternative toilet locations.
At the same time, the male
and female toilets in main
reception will be refurbished
and a new cleaner’s store
created, which will be
funded by the Trust.
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‘Mad’ sale raises money for TENS machines
A ‘Mad May Day Sale’ at
Bridlington Hospital has raised
over £120 to help local pregnant
women when they go into
labour. The funds have been
used towards purchasing three
TENS machines which provide
pain relief during labour.
Christina Royal, Catering
Assistant, organised a table top
sale of donations from family and
staff at the hospital which was
held in the hospital’s dining room.
Christina said: “I really wanted
to raise funds that could be used
to help local people and would
be used in Bridlington. I love
fundraising and it’s fantastic when
you see the results and where the
money goes. Even better it’s a
great way to get rid of clutter and
raise money at the same time. It
has worked so well that people
won’t stop giving me things to sell

Community Midwife Clare Webb
(left) with expectant mum and
Christina Royal (right)
Picture: Paul Atkinson/Bridlington
Free Press

- I think there will be another sale
coming up in the near future!”
The TENS machines will be
available on loan to patients

who attend Bridlington
Hospital maternity clinic.
Clare Webb, Community
midwife, said: “This is a fantastic

resource to have on the ward
and lots of women will be able to
benefit, now and in the future.
Normally they would have to buy
or hire one themselves. The TENS
machine is specifically designed to
combat pain during childbirth and
many women like to try this option
because it is a safe, effective,
drug-free method of pain relief.”
TENS stands for Transcutaneous
Electrical Nerve Stimulation.
It has successfully been
used for many years to treat
labour pain by both midwives
and pregnant women.

New policy manager
A

s newly appointed
Policy Manager,
Lesley Dennis is keen
to help authors of policy
and procedure documents
across all of the Trust’s sites.
In her role, Lesley will
support and advise authors on
how to develop their policy
and procedural documents
as well as help them create
action plans and address
any arising issues. A key
aspect of her job will be to
ensure authors are able to
demonstrate that the policies
are being followed effectively
by all staff. Regular audits
will also be undertaken to
ensure the correct procedures
are being maintained.
Lesley, who formerly worked
in Corporate Services at
Scarborough Hospital, said:
“People are often asked to
write policy documents as part
of their job, but producing
them and ensuring they meet
external body requirements can

be challenging and complex.
My aim is to act as an advisor
throughout the whole process
and guide them appropriately.”
When it comes to writing
policy documents, people
have a tendency to review
the existing document and
then just tweak it in order to
update it, which is not always
the right approach. Lesley
said: ‘‘By all means use the
existing document as a start
point, but to be successful,
authors should take a step
back and consider if their
processes differ from those
already documented. Do you
need to change your wording
so that it reflects practice
in your area, for example?
Authors must also make sure
they use the most up-to-date
policy template, which can be
found in the corporate policies
and procedures folder on
Staffroom. This ensures that
all our policies and procedures
are produced in a consistent

“I am looking forward to meeting with
staff from across the Trust and guiding
them through the whole process.”
and professional manner.”
The Policy approvals route
has changed but policy writers
need not fret, as Lesley is on
hand to guide them through
it. Authors are advised to
contact her at the first stage of
development so that she can
give assistance from the outset.
She will also work with people
to review existing documents.
Committees and groups
who approve policies and
procedures should contact
her at the earliest opportunity
to discuss the plans.
Lesley adds: “I am looking
forward to meeting with
staff from across the Trust
and guiding them through
the whole process.”
Lesley is supported by Patient

Information Administrator
Susan Manktelow.
The revised Development
and Management of Policies
policy is now available on
Staffroom, as is a supporting
Policy Development Handbook.
The new policy template must
be used with immediate effect.

l Lesley can be contacted
via email: lesley.dennis@
york.nhs.uk
Telephone: 01723 342416
(Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays)
Or 01904 725139 (Tuesdays
and Thursdays)
Susan can be contacted via
Susan.manktelow@york.nhs.uk
Or telephone 01904 725230
(Monday to Thursday)
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NHS Change Day
Darren Fletcher, Patient
Safety Manager
What was my pledge?
I pledged to work a morning shift
on a complex elderly ward at York
Hospital as a Health Care Assistant
(HCA) as far as my competence
and abilities would allow. I wanted
to experience at first hand the
roles and responsibilities that
are required of our Health Care
Assistants and the challenges
they face on a daily basis.
Why did I choose this?
My role requires me to work
with staff at all levels across the
organisation to develop and refine
the systems we work in. Ultimately,
our goal is to improve the care our
patients receive and promote a safer
journey through our organisation.
My knowledge base gives me a
good theoretical understanding
of the complex systems in which
we work and the challenges all
staff are faced with, however, my
experiences of working directly with
patients on wards date back to
my role as a Pharmacy Technician.
Direct patient contact is something
I very much valued and found
rewarding during that time. Whilst
this provided a foundation and a
valuable understanding of some
of the issues wards face, I wanted
to experience the real challenges
at the heart of our organisation.
I believe that the role of a Health
Care Assistant is fundamental in
delivering safe, quality care and
central to providing a positive
patient experience. NHS Change
Day provided me with an
opportunity to do something
different, something I wouldn’t
normally do in my current
role, and something I
would find challenging
but rewarding.
What did I learn
and what would I
change as a result?
Morning shift began at
7.30am with handover.
I had been fitted with a
HCA uniform and wore it
with pride as I walked onto

the ward with some trepidation!
Arriving in good time, I reported to
Sister Heseltine on ward 35 at the
nurses’ station. I really wanted to
get the most out of this experience
and asked that I could be involved
in all duties that my competencies
would allow, but at the same time
did not want to hinder staff in an
already extremely busy environment.
My initial thoughts were that I
would help to give out breakfast,
maybe help with a drinks round
and possibly make some beds,
conscious I had not received any
specific training for this and may
be restricted in the duties I could
carry out. Sister assured me I
would be getting involved, with
supervision, in all aspects of the
HCA role. At this point, I am sure
she saw the fear in my eyes!
Staff gathered for the morning
handover and Safety Brief. I was
given a handover sheet as each
patient was briefly discussed and
any issues highlighted. Dietary
requirements, falls risks, pressure
ulcers, planned discharges, special
needs and referrals required were
just a few of the many issues
discussed to give all staff a clear
understanding of the patient needs
for the day. My mentors were
assigned and it was time to give
breakfast to the patients. I was
given a quick brief of the process
then we were off taking orders and
delivering breakfast. I sat with one
patient that required
assistance and
helped her to eat

her breakfast. She was extremely
grateful for the help and I found this
to be a very rewarding experience.
Breakfast done, plates and cups
gathered in, time to attend to the
hygiene needs of the patients.
My mentor took me to the store
cupboard and began to stock a
trolley with creams, towels, bed
sheets and pads explaining what
we would be doing. We had
several patients that required a
full bed bath and we would be
helping them wash and changing
their bed sheets. This is something
I had not expected to be doing
and probably not prepared for
psychologically. I had never done
anything like this before, but
reminded myself why I was there.
Gloves and aprons donned,
we attended to the first patient.
This is very challenging, both for
the HCAs and the patients, and I
personally found this to be the most
difficult part of the role. Dignity
was maintained throughout and a
mutual respect between us and the
patient was clear. Patients would
apologise to us which I found to
be difficult to comprehend. This is
both psychologically and physically
demanding to both patients and
HCAs but was carried out with
the utmost of professionalism and
respect. Once changed, cleaned
and fresh bed sheets in place, the
gratefulness and appreciation from
the patients made this extremely
rewarding and satisfying.
My final activity was to make
some beds ready for the next
admission. Simple, I thought, but
clearly not! With lots of help and
step by step instruction, I finally got
there but I am sure the ‘hospital
corners’ would not have passed
a Matron’s inspection!
I am enormously grateful
to Becki Greaves, my very
patient and understanding
mentor for the morning. I
have the greatest of respect to
HCAs across the organisation
who on a daily basis, undertake
difficult and demanding tasks
to provide a safe and quality
experience for our patients.
HCA Becki Greaves with
Darren Fletcher

Hip fracture
ward
celebrates
five years

Five years of hard work and
ongoing development to
improve the lives of patients
who suffer a hip fracture
has seen York Hospital’s hip
fracture unit on ward 25 go
from strength to strength.
Nationally between 70,000
to 75,000 hip fractures occur
each year and the annual
cost, including medical and
social care, is about £2 billion.
The average age of a person
with hip fracture is 84 years
for men and 83 for women.
The Hip Fracture Unit in York
Hospital was launched as a
collaborative between Elderly
Medicine and Orthopaedics to
improve the service for patients.
The unit takes a multidisciplinary approach to hip
fractures, consistently achieving
high levels of best practice. This
ensures earlier operations and
better care which has helped
improve the lives of hundreds
of hip fracture patients.
Vicki Adams, Principal
Therapist, explained: “Hip
fracture is a major public health
issue due to an ever increasing
ageing population and last
year we admitted 428 patients
with neck of femur fractures
to ward 25. The hip fracture
unit has meant that patients
are quickly assessed and can be
fast tracked to a specific care
pathway which involves care
from many healthcare disciplines
during the patient’s stay.
“We aim to offer all of our
patients a falls assessment and
bone protection assessment
and ensure they are reviewed
by a consultant in elderly
medicine within the first 72
hours of admission. By working
together we have been able
to make sure that almost three
quarters of patients requiring
treatment are operated on
within 36 hours which means
better outcomes for patients.”

www.scarborough.nhs.uk
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Happy birthday to the NHS
Deputy Chief Executive Mike Proctor
was presented with a birthday card
celebrating 65 years of the NHS
by representatives of UNISON. The
celebration, which also saw the
distribution of birthday cake, took
place on Friday 5 July in the Mallard
Restaurant at York Hospital.
Pictured, from left: UNISON Area
Organiser Sharon Mehta, UNISON
Area Organiser Catharyn Lawrence,
Deputy Chief Executive of York
Hospital Mike Proctor, UNISON
Member Ian Fowler, Leader of
York City Council James Alexander,
Unison Team Administrator Carol
Howell and UNISON Plus LV=Frizzel
representative Ian Cracknell.

The Trust’s Child Protection
Team are celebrating the
achievements of colleague Jacqui
Hourigan, Child Protection
Advisor, based in the Acorn
Children’s Unit at York Hospital.
Not only has Jacqui successfully
completed a Masters Degree in
Child Welfare and Safeguarding,
she has done it with distinction
while continuing to be a
committed and hard working
team member. The Safeguarding
and Child Protection Group
would all like to congratulate her
on her brilliant achievement.

Open day reminders
T

his Summer has seen a
range of Open Health
events take place
across the Trust, from Open
Department mornings to full
Open Days. This exciting series
of events gave the public a
unique opportunity to go
‘behind the scenes’ at their
local hospital and learn more
about the services provided.
Malton Hospital’s first ever Open
Day took place on Thursday 18
July. Visitors browsed a variety of
stalls and accessed a wealth of

information on services offered
both by the hospital and the wider
Trust. Staff were also on hand to
talk to visitors about their roles.
York Hospital’s Open Department
event occurred on Thursday
August 17, giving patients, local
residents and staff the chance to
explore parts of the hospital not
normally open to the public.
Tours of the operating theatres in
the Day Unit provided particularly
popular, affording visitors plenty
of opportunities to get ‘hands
on’ and have all of their burning

Scarborough Hospital’s
Open Day takes place this
month, followed by York
Hospital’s Open Day on
Thursday 19 September.
Whitby Hospital’s Roadshow
will take place on Tuesday
24 September 2013.
questions about surgery answered
by the professionals. The Specialist
Palliative Care Team were also
available to talk to visitors and
discuss the very sensitive area

of care at the end of life.
Janet Mountain, Events
Manager, said: ‘The Open Days
are proving to be a huge success
and the comments from the
public have been outstanding.
‘Open events such as these
are a fantastic way for the public
to learn more about their local
hospital and the Trust as a whole.
It’s important for people to have the
opportunity to meet staff in order
to gain a deeper understanding
of the role they play in delivering
outstanding healthcare.’’

Three apprentices attend ‘Big Bang’ event
Three apprentices from the Trust’s estates
department recently attended a ‘Big
Bang’ event, one of largest in the region
supporting young people’s interest in science,
technology, engineering and maths.
The Trust was one of the organisations
providing activities for young people from around
80 schools, and apprentices Jacob Snelson,
Jack Thompson and Lewis Goldsmith were
on hand to put them through their paces.
Estates apprentices Jacob Snelson, Jack Thompson,
and Lewis Goldsmith with Graham Davies,
Maintenance Engineer.
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Table tidy sweeps
away clutter problem

T

wo forward thinking
nurses have devised
a way to minimise
clutter and maximise table
space at patient’s bedsides.
The ‘table-tidy’ is a container
big enough to hold personal
belongings such as magazines
and mobiles, but small
enough that it does not take
up too much table space.
The handy invention is the
brainchild of Staff Nurses
Karina Mackell and Cassie
Holmes who are Productive
Ward champions on Ward 16.
Karina said: “It can often be
difficult to predict how long
a patient will be in hospital
for and as such they often
bring lots of personal effects
with them. This can create
a cluttered environment in
a both clinical and domestic
sense. We decided that what
was needed was a container
big enough to hold their
belongings, but small enough to
free up space for other items.
“Having seen many sturdy
lunch containers thrown away
over the years, Cassie and I
decided to clean them and give
them a new lease of life in a
non-clinical role. Not only do the
‘table tidies’ give patients control
over their possessions, they also
provide a safe storage space.”

Staff Nurses Karina Mackell and Cassie Holmes with their table
tidy trays

excellent example of how
Productive Ward principles
and lean methodology can be
implemented onto wards. This
project has been embedded
well onto Ward 16.”

The containers are lightweight
and so can be moved quickly
to make way for lunch trays,
meaning nurses don’t have to
spend valuable time tidying
tables before meals arrive.
“The trays are easy to clean
and have passed infection
control measures’’ Karina added.
Sue Tyce Productive
Ward Lead said: “This is an

l For further information please
contact Karina or Cassie on
Ward 16 on extension 6016 or
Sue Tyce on extension 6484.

EHIC card
reminder
If you are lucky enough
to be jetting off to foreign
climes this summer, do check
that you have a European
Health Insurance (EHIC)
card, or if you already have
one, that it is in date.
You can apply for and
renew your card for free if
you use the official website
(www.nhs.uk/ethic) However,
some unofficial websites may
charge if you use them.
The card is valid in all
European Economic Area
(EEA) countries including
Switzerland and entitles
holders to free or reduced
state healthcare while abroad,
including any treatment
required. Treatment for preexisting medical conditions and
routine maternity care is also
covered, as long as you are not
going abroad to give birth.
To apply for the card and
for more information on
preparing for your holiday,
visit: www.nhs.uk/ehic

Staff Nurse Ruth
Marshall retires
Staff Nurse Ruth Marshall
has retired from her post at
Bridlington Hospital after thirty
years of service with the NHS.
Ruth retired in July and her
colleagues would like to thank
her for all of her hard work
over the years and wish her
a very happy retirement.

New Macmillan Upper GI CNS
Sarah Welburn has been
appointed as Macmillan
Upper Gastro Intestinal
Clinical Nurse Specialist at
Scarborough Hospital.
In her role, Sarah will work with
patients who have oesophageal,
stomach, pancreatic, gall-bladder,
liver or cholangio cancer.
Sarah said: “I am available to
offer emotional and practical
support to patients and
their families from the time
they are first diagnosed and

throughout their cancer journey.
I am able to explain what the
diagnosis means and discuss
treatment options available.
I can also advise on coping
strategies and management of
symptoms which might arise
from the illness itself or from
the treatment side effects.”
Macmillan professionals
are specialists in their area
of cancer care and leaders
in their field, providing vital
support to patients.

www.scarborough.nhs.uk
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STAFF BENEFITS AND WELLBEING
A regular section where you can read more about the benefits that you are
entitled to as an employee and how we support the wellbeing of our staff.

Celebrating 25
years of service
Loyal staff have once again
been recognised across
the Trust for all their years
of hard work. The first of
this year’s 25 years’ service
celebrations was held in
Scarborough at the popular
Palm Court Hotel where the
restaurant was the setting
for a three course meal
and drinks reception for 92
guests. Mike Proctor, Deputy
Chief Executive was on hand
to present 53 long serving
individuals with their awards.
The York event was held
at the Royal York Hotel,
where 59 employees plus
guests enjoyed drinks on the
lawn followed by a three
course dinner before being
presented with their award.
If you feel you are eligible
for your 25 or 40 years
award please contact
Helen Greenley on 01904
726491 or email helen.
greenley@york.nhs.uk

Dry cleaning
service
The Staff Benefits team have
arranged a partnership with
Monarch, a local dry cleaners,
to collect garments from York
Hospital. From 1 September
staff can take their garments
to the staff shop with the
payment and the shop staff
will do all the rest. Monarch
will collect every Wednesday
and return the garments to
the shop the following week.
For more details and
a price list visit the Staff
Benefits pages on www.
yorkhospital.nhs.uk work
with us or contact the Staff
Shop on 01904 726507
staffshop@york.nhs.uk

Fairs receive positive
feedback from staff

T

he Staff Benefits and
Wellbeing Fairs were
held on 19 June at
York hospital and 22 July
at Scarborough receiving
positive feedback from staff.
Over 1000 staff attended at
York Hospital and 400 staff at
Scarborough. Information on a
wide range of discounted services
and products were available
including gym memberships, cycle
scheme and the new computer
and phone scheme. Staff were also
treated to mini health MOTs from
our Occupational Health team.
The Staff Lottery was drawn
at both events with the much
anticipated prize of the Seat Mii
going to lucky winner Lorna
El-Khatib, a senior radiographer
in York. The car was supplied
by local family run dealership,
D.M Keith Seat York.
Several staff were lucky to win
cash prizes at Scarborough starting
at £1,000 down to £50 and the
lucky winner of the four tickets to

Lucky winner
Lorna El-Khatib

the proms at Castle Howard was
won by Karen Ballantyne who
works in the COPD dept at York
Hospital with an added surprise of
£50 M & S vouchers to go towards
food and drink for the event.

At the events staff were asked for
their feedback so next year’s event
can be even better. If you would like
to give your views please visit www.
yorkhospitals.nhs.uk/work_with_us/
and enter password staffbenefits1

Lunches go green at Mallard Restaurant
Every year millions of polystyrene
containers are sent to landfill,
having a devastating effect on
the environment. The Mallard
restaurant at York Hospital is now
asking staff to play an active part
in helping save the environment,
and save the Trust money, with the
introduction of new, environmentally
friendly reusable food takeout
containers, the ‘Eco Box’.
Pierre Gomez, Retail Catering
Manager, explained: “For a one off
purchase of a container staff can
own their own environmentally
friendly Eco Box and even get a
discount for using it. A lot of our

customers like to take their meals
away but every time we provide
a take away container it costs the
Trust money. We don’t want to
pass this on to our customers but
if we can save money with this
scheme it will be reinvested to offer
even more choice. We want to
give staff the best quality for the
best prices and this is just one of

the ways we can achieve that.
“The feedback so far has been
fantastic especially from those
people who are concerned about
using polystyrene containers. We
are also running a loyalty scheme
where people get a £1 discount
on their meal when they use
their container ten times.”
To encourage more staff to use
the Eco Box the Mallard is offering
a ten percent discount off all salads
purchased from the salad bar when
you use your own Eco Box. This
will run throughout August and
September. The Eco Box costs £1.60
for a small and £3.60 for a large size.
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STAFF BENEFITS AND WELLBEING
A regular section where you can read more about the benefits that you are
entitled to as an employee and how we support the wellbeing of our staff.

July Star Award goes to Service Desk Analyst
The July Star Award winner
is Service Desk Analyst John
Cookson for his exceptional IT
support. He was nominated
by a member of staff from
Selby Hospital who found him
extremely helpful and informative
when she had an IT query.
John was clear and concise
in his instruction on how this
member of staff could resolve
their IT issue and was described
as ‘kind and supportive.’

The whole of the nursing
staff on ward 23 were runners
up for the award, described as
‘an outstanding team of nurses
and HCAs’ by the family of a
patient who was nursed for a
month on the ward. The patient
sadly died but the family were
moved by the kind, caring and
compassionate team whose
‘extra kindness and consideration’
was much appreciated.
Also runners up were Domestic

Team Jain Nelson, Richelle
Childs, and Barbara Ward from
Scarborough Hospital. Jain and
Richelle were singled out for
the care and pride they take in
their work and the service they
provide to the organisation – ‘no
dirt was going to deter them!’
l Apologies to June
Star Award runner-up
Debbie Jackson who was
wrongly named Powell
Patrick Crowley presents the Star Award
in last month’s edition.
to John Cookson

Breastfeeding support
groups gets new premises
A
breastfeeding support
group established by
York health visitors
moved into new premises
in August in time for World
Breastfeeding Week.
The Nurture Breastfeeding
Support Group was founded in
2010 to provide a much needed
service to parents in the Acomb
area of York. Before the group
was established, mothers in
need of advice and support
found they had to travel across
the city to access it. At the time,
breastfeeding rates in York were
well below the national average,
with breastfeeding dropping to 32
percent after six to eight weeks.
Health Visitor Lynn Fitzharris
and her team set up the group,
assisted by Treasure Chest Peer
Supporters, Christian charity Global
and the Carr Children’s Centre.
Lynn said: “We wanted to
offer a strong support network
to promote breastfeeding in a
relaxed café style atmosphere.
The group was attended by
other health visitors, children

Kerry Hudson from Carr Children’s Centre, Children’s Services Matron
(Health Visiting) Anna Buchan and Carr Children’s Centre Support
Worker Kassie Healey celebrate moving to new premises with one
of the group and a superb cake!

centre workers and peer
supporters. Together we
attempted to help parents with
any feeding problems they
were having. Others came
to meet other breastfeeding

mums and share experiences.”
Speaking of the benefits
of natural feeding, Lynn said:
“Breastmilk is nutritionally
balanced to meet babies’ needs
meaning it is easily digested and

www.scarborough.nhs.uk

efficiently used. Research shows
breastfeeding can help reduce
risks of juvenile diabetes and
lower blood pressure. Breastfed
babies also tend to have better
development. It can also be
beneficial to mothers as it can
reduce the incidence of premenopausal breast cancer and
some forms of ovarian cancer.
We have had a positive affect on
the continuation and duration
of breastfeeding locally. Lots
of mothers say they’re now
confident feeding in public
while others have trained to be
Peer Supporters themselves.”
The popular group now has
over twenty regular attendees
with many parents remaining
members until their children can
walk. Former members are invited
to annual parties and picnics.
The group now meet in Acomb
Library every Friday from 10am
until 11.30am. New members
are always welcome. To mark
the end of an era, a ‘leaving
party’ was held at the Global
Centre on Friday 19 July 2013.
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Parent
rooms now
ready to use
Parents whose babies are
cared for at Scarborough
Hospital’s Special Care Baby
Unit can now stay more
comfortably overnight
following the completion
of a £40,000 renovation.
The new lodgings, which
took three months to complete,
feature two double bedrooms
and a shared kitchen, bathroom
and lounge area. The babies
are located in the room
next door, giving parents
and siblings unrestricted
access day and night.
SCBU Manager Sharon
Addey said: “Parents seem to
be enjoying the new facilities
and it is important that they
have access to some home
comforts at a very stressful
time. The obvious benefit of
the new accommodation is
it affords parents and babies
‘together’ time, depending
on the condition of baby, of
course. Spending time together
promotes bonding and is
associated with better breast
feeding outcomes. Babies that
have episodes of skin to skin
contact with their parents tend
to be more stable as it can
regulate their temperature and
heart rate. Parents appear to
benefit from social time with
other parents in similar situations
and the new facility allows
them to do this. They can, for
example, have a chat over a
meal, which can be relaxing
and beneficial for all parties.”
In order to stay in the
accommodation, parents
have to be in good health and
priority is given to those whose
babies are either extremely
sick, about to go home or who
are breast feeding. There is
no limit to the length of time
they can stay for, although
some may have to take it in
turns so that everyone can
benefit from the facilities.
The project was made
possible by charitable funds.
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Flora rewarded for
her voluntary work
T

he Trust’s youngest
volunteer, Flora
McGarry, 17, has won
an award from the Lord
Mayor of York for her services
as a young volunteer.
Flora won a special award in
the young adult category for the
Young Volunteers Award 2013,
which recognises her outstanding
contribution to the city of York.
Flora is a dining companion
with the Trust where she assists
patients during meal times.
She has been with the Trust
for over a year and has now
received advanced training
so that she can help feed the
patients who might be unable
to do so themselves and records
this on the nutrition charts.
Lydia Larcum, Recruitment
Manager, said: “Flora is a kind
and caring young adult who has
shown enthusiasm and passion
for her volunteering role. We
would like to congratulate
Flora on her award but also

to say thank you to all of the
volunteers in the Trust for
the dedication, enthusiasm
and the time that they give
to help enhance the patients’
experience whilst in hospital.
“The dining companion
volunteering role has been an

Volunteer: Flora

outstanding success. We are
eventually hoping to roll this out
onto other wards as soon as we
have completed the evaluation
from over the past year.”

Please THINK before you call…
The Trust has an on call system
where senior staff are available to
offer support to their teams out of
hours in case of emergency. This
ensures that staff working out of
hours feel supported and have access
to the information or advice they
need so that patients receive prompt
treatment. However, after reports of
numerous examples of inappropriate
calls, staff are being urged to make
sure that they use the on-call
provision well and appropriately.
Some of the most frequent
examples given were that the on-call
person has been contacted before
the situation had been thoroughly
assessed. In some cases the on-call
person was then cancelled only
ten minutes later. Others were not
notified they were no longer needed,
leading them to attend unnecessarily.
Similarly, ringing to ask an individual
to come in well in advance of

actually needing them has seen the
individual hanging around for several
hours unnecessarily, finding that
sometimes they are not needed at
all when the situation is reassessed.
Many staff work on-call on a paidas-worked basis, rather than as a
block. This means individuals are paid
each time they are disturbed by a call,
whether it is necessary or not, all of
which comes at a cost to the Trust.
General tips for out of hours
– THINK before you call
Thoroughly assess the situation
before you call, to avoid asking
someone to attend unnecessarily
l Help from colleagues – check if
they have had this question before
and where they found the answer
l Involve the Bed Manager /
Site Co-ordinator for advice.
Routing queries through them
can help reduce calls.

l Non-urgent or routine queries
should be saved for the next day

l Know what information is
available on the intranet – this
can also save you time.
Tips from specific areas:
For pharmacy queries
l Check the list of available drugs
and the emergency store cupboard
thoroughly before ringing
l No drug charts are kept in
Pharmacy at night – the department
routinely checks that all drug charts
are returned at the end of the day
For lab queries

l Only call when the sample is
actually taken, not in advance
l Refer to the Laboratory
Handbook on Horizon for
information on department
opening hours, protocols, request
forms, samples, storage etc.
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Rheumatoid arthritis awareness

✂
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Continuing our guide to dialing internally within
the Trust. Here is a more detailed cut-out-and-keep
guide to internal numbers.

York Hospital’s
Rheumatology team held
the first ever Rheumatoid
Arthritis Awareness
Week this June to
highlight this chronic
and disabling disease
affecting around 690,000
people across the UK.
The event was a joint
collaboration between the
York Hospital Rheumatology
team and York Rheumatoid
Arthritis Support Group (YORKRA),
providing an opportunity to focus
on the many initiatives within the
Trust for patients with arthritis.
Dr Benazir Saleem, Rheumatology
Consultant, explained: “We know
that greater awareness leads to
early diagnosis, rapid treatment and
a better chance of an improved
outcome. Rheumatoid arthritis is
a treatable condition that affects
people of all ages so we wanted
people to understand the symptoms
and see that help is available.”
The Rheumatology Department
takes part in research projects
including drug therapies offering
hope to patients through access
to cutting edge treatments.
The Rheumatology team
continue to go from strength to

200th clot-buster
S

taff at York Hospital
exceeded Government
targets and administered
a ‘clot-busting’ drug to their
200th stroke patient in July.
The process, known as
thrombolysis, has been available at
the hospital since 2008 and is now
accessible twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week. The service is
led by specially trained Consultants
who are supported by a team
of experienced senior nurses. A
drug is used to dissolve the clot
in the brain and thus prevent
further damage. The sooner
the treatment is administered
the better, as it increases the
chances of a good recovery.
Lead Stroke Nurse Carol Croser
said: "Achieving the 10 percent
target has taken considerable team

Team effort: Pictured are some members of the Stroke team, from left
to right: Stroke Physician and Clinical Lead Dr John Coyle, Hyper Acute
Stroke Nurse Lesley Pocock, Acute Stroke Unit Ward Sister Sandra
Hindmarsh and Lead Stroke Nurse Carol Croser

effort and significant changes
to practice. Ambulance Crews,
Bed Managers, the Emergency
and Radiology departments
have been and continue to
be the key to our success."

The Trust has seen a steady
annual increase in the numbers
of patients presenting in time for
thrombolysis and the Trust now
exceeds the new Government
target of ten percent.

www.scarborough.nhs.uk

Standing – Dr Amanda Isdale,
Specialist Nurse Diane Tyas,
rheumatology co-ordinator Claire
Taylor, Specialist Nurse Helen
Bickerdike, Specialist Nurse Julie
Green. Seated - Susan Blore and
Rita Peacock (YORKRA)

strength with three full time and
two part time consultants and a
specialist registrar working in York.
The Scarborough service is soon
to expand to three consultants
who will develop rheumatology
services across the region.
Four specialist nurses in York and
two in Scarborough offer advice,
information and support for patients,
carers and health care professionals via
nurse led clinics, telephone and email,
and also man a successful advice line.

Successful
CLOTS trials
York Stroke Unit has taken part in
a series of successful Clots in legs or
stockings after stroke (CLOTS) trials.
Researchers are conducting the
trials in the hope of preventing blood
clots in stroke patients by improving
the treatment given to them.
The first two trials showed
that TED (anti-embolism)
stockings did not help prevent
Deep Vein Thrombosis in
stroke patients, leading to a
worldwide change in practice.
The third trial showed that the
use of Intermittent Pneumatic
Compression (IPC) did help
prevent Deep Vein Thrombosis
in stroke patients. The findings
were presented at the European
Stroke Conference recently.
York Stroke Unit was one of
the top five recruiting centres in
the UK for the successful trials.
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Fundraising
More information

For more charity information or to support an appeal, please contact
Lucy Lowthian on 01904 721737 or email lucy.lowthian@york.nhs.uk

Round-up of activities

Dragon boat team success

W

ell done to the York
Teaching Hospital
Charity Dragon
Boat team (HMS NHS) for
taking part in York’s annual
Dragon Boat Race on Sunday
4 August. A great day was had
by the team, which included:
Adrian Smith; Sarah Allan; Becca
Aspin; Elaine Vinter; Chris Vinter;
Gary Lowthian; Lucy Lowthian;
Christine Burke; Gordon Cooney;
Ruth Griffin; Holly Kernot; Lizzie
Bett; Melanie Earp; Nichola Lambert;
Paul Whittle; Peter Carlyle; Steve
Reed; John Roberts; Elizabeth
Sweeting and Dan Doyle.
This is the 11th year the event has
been organised by the Rotary Club
of York which has raised a total of
over £700,000 for charities in the

The YTHC will be holding a
bucket collection in Tescos
at Askham Bar in York on
Thursday 15 August. The
charity needs volunteers to
help out on the day. Please get
in touch with the Fundraising
Team if you are willing to
help out for an hour or two
on the day of the collection.
Thanks for your support.

Duchfest
previous ten events. This year is set
to raise a record breaking £68,000
for charities within the area.
Thanks to everyone who

supported our team as we
hope to have raised £1,500
and please watch out for
us at next year’s event!

Snowdrop appeal receives fantastic support
The Snowdrop Appeal
has so far received fantastic
support and raised £8,673
of the £120,000 target.
Sadly, 17 babies are stillborn
or die shortly after birth every
day in the UK. We know the
difference a good environment
can make to these families is so
enormous, and we believe this
to be a very worthwhile project.
Scarborough Maternity Unit

Tesco bucket
collection

currently has no dedicated
facilities to look after parents
in these sad circumstances
and they're often amongst

parents with healthy babies.
We would like to create a
special suite with help and
advice from bereaved parents
who have sadly had to deal
with such devastating news.
The new facilities will include
a sleeping area, lounge and
bathroom, where parents and
families can be together to
comfort and support each other
during such a difficult time.

Duchfest will take place at The
Duchess Pub in Scarborough on
Sunday 25 August from 11am
till late. There will be a music
festival and family fun day
with local bands, BBQ, bouncy
castle, face-painting, tombola,
leg waxing and much more to
raise funds for the children's
ward at Scarborough Hospital.

Karaoke evening
A charity karaoke evening will
take place at The Nelson Inn,
Victoria Road in Scarborough
from 7pm on Saturday 31
August. Put your money where
your mouth is and donate to
sing in aid of The Snowdrop
Appeal at Scarborough
Hospital. Supper provided.

Whitby staff cook up a treat for charity
When Whitby Hospital staff were
invited to ‘paint the town pink and
blue’ to raise money for a good cause,
they were more than happy to oblige.
Fundraisers from across the town
were invited to organise a range
of fun-filled events to raise money
for and awareness of local charity,
Cure Rett. The organisation was
co-founded by a local mother
whose daughter, Emlyn Coates,
has the rare neurological disorder,

which most often strikes previously
healthy little girls and begins to
drag their development backwards.
Participants were encouraged to
wear pink and blue to reflect the
official colours of the charity.
Responding to the challenge,
Whitby Hospital’s Head Chef Becky
Clarkson adorned her hat with
ribbons and rolled up her sleeves
to create a batch of two-toned
cakes. The colourful creations were

sold in the canteen on Friday 5 July
to raise extra funds for the appeal.
Becky said: ‘‘My son goes to
the same school as Emlyn and
I wanted to contribute to the
fundraising effort. I really enjoyed
making and decorating the cakes. I
would like to thank everyone who
bought one or contributed. Thanks
especially to Porter Glyn Edwards,
who helped collect donations
from around the hospital.’’

Head
Chef
Becky
Clarkson
with the
colourful
cakes

